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The structural role of Ti in aluminosilicate liquids in the glass transition range: Insights
from heat capacity and shear viscosity measurements
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Abstract—The shear viscosities and 1 bar heat capacities of glasses and melts along the 67mol% silica
isopleth in the system SiO2-Al2O3-Na2O-TiO2 have been determined in the temperature ranges 780–1140 K
and 305–1090 K respectively. Anomalous behaviour of both these properties is observed for compositions rich
in TiO2 and/or Al2O3, an observation attributed to liquid-liquid phase separation followed by anatase
crystallization. For samples which do not show anomalous behaviour, it is found that the partial molar heat
capacity of the TiO2 component previously determined in Al-free compositions reproduces our heat capacities
to within 1.3%. Viscosity data show that addition of TiO2 tends to increase viscosity and melt fragility at
constant temperature. Furthermore, heat capacity and viscosity data may be combined within the framework
of the Adam-Gibbs theory to extract values of the configurational entropy of the liquids and qualitative
estimates of the variation of the average energy barrier to viscous flow. Configurational entropy at 900K is
inferred to decrease upon addition of TiO2, in contrast to previous results from Al-free systems. The
compositional limit separating normal from anomalous behaviour, as well as the data for homogenous melts
have been used to constrain the structural role of Ti in these samples. Our data are consistent with a majority
of Ti in five-fold coordination associated with a titanyl bond, in agreement with previous spectroscopic
studies. Furthermore, we find no evidence for a Ti-Al interaction in our samples, and we are led to the
conclusion that Al and Ti are incompletely mixed, a hypothesis consistent with the observed reduction of
configurational entropy upon addition of TiO2, suggesting an important role of medium range order in
controlling the variations in thermodynamic properties.Copyright © 2004 Elsevier Ltd

1. INTRODUCTION

Titanium commonly occurs at the wt% level in natural
terrestrial and extraterrestrial glasses, reaching concentrations
as high as 16wt% TiO2 in some lunar picrites (Longhi, 1992).
Modeling the evolution of magmatic systems (e.g. solid-liquid
phase equilibria, role of convection) therefore requires quanti-
fication of the influence of titania on the physical and thermo-
dynamic properties of silicate melts. Early work on Ti-bearing
liquids was interpreted to suggest that the structural role of
titanium in silicate melts is a complex function of temperature
and melt chemistry. For example, the partial molar volume of
TiO2 depends markedly on the nature of the alkali or alkaline-
earth elements present in the melt (Dingwell, 1992 a; Liu and
Lange, 2001), contrasting with the additive nature of volume-
composition relationships generally observed for molten sili-
cates (Lange and Carmichael, 1987; Bottinga and Weill, 1970).
Furthermore, the heat capacity increase associated with the
glass transition of Ti-rich glasses is unusually high, and fol-
lowed by a strong decrease upon further heating (Richet and
Bottinga, 1985; Lange and Navrotsky, 1993). In more recent
years, spectroscopic methods have been employed to shed light
on the structural origins for the ‘anomalous’ behaviour of
Ti-bearing melts. Based upon these studies, a consensus is
emerging that Ti4� is predominantly five-fold coordinated,

associated with at least one low field strength metal cation.
Four and six-fold coordination states may also be present, in
abundances that are a function of composition but not temper-
ature (Henderson and Fleet, 1995; Farges et al., 1996 a, b;
Reynard and Webb, 1998; Henderson et al., 2002; Romano et
al., 2000; Kroeker et al., 2002).

However, to date, most of the studies of Ti-bearing compo-
sitions have concentrated on addition of Ti to binary MnO-SiO2

glasses and liquids (where M is an alkali or alklaine earth
cation), and application of these results to the chemically com-
plex melts encountered in nature is questionable. In this re-
spect, it is of particular note that Al, a major constituent of
natural magmas, requires charge compensating cations to sta-
bilise it in the liquid framework (Mysen, 1988). Thus, Al and
Ti will be in competition for available low field strength cations
and the presence of Al may significantly affect the role of
titanium. This question has been addressed by Romano et al.
(2000) from a spectroscopic point of view, but no studies of the
role of Ti on physical and thermodynamic properties of Al-
bearing silicate melts have been reported in the literature.

We have therefore chosen to investigate the variation of
viscosity and heat capacity as a function of Ti content in the
presence of variable amounts of Al. In this way, we also
provide indirect evidence for the structural interactions be-
tween these two key elements and their interaction with other
metal cations. Interest in alkali aluminosilicates also stems
from the availability of spectroscopic data for similar compo-
sitions (Romano et al., 2000). In addition, melts in this system
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can be easily supercooled permitting measurements over large
temperature intervals (but see also below).

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1. Starting Compositions and Sample Preparation

Four base compositions in the ternary SiO2-Al2O3-Na2O were stud-
ied. Each one contains 67 mol% SiO2 and has molar Na2O/(Al2O3 �
Na2O) in the range 0.5 (the metaluminous join) to 0.7 (peralkaline).
Large batches (approx. 300g) of these endmember glasses were syn-
thesised from mixtures of reagent grade oxides (SiO2, Al2O3) and
carbonates (Na2CO3) melted at 1600°C in a thin walled Pt-crucible for
periods of several hours. These glasses were crushed and remelted to
ensure chemical homogeneity. Additions of up to 15 mol% TiO2

(added as TiO2) were made to these base compositions, such that TiO2

was the only compositional variable at constant Na2O/(Al2O3 � Na2O).
Approximately 50g of each Ti-bearing composition was mechanically
homogenised for periods of up to 10 hours during concentric cylinder
viscosity measurements at temperatures in the range 1640 to 1000°C
(Toplis and Dingwell, 1995). The compositions of glass chips recov-
ered after these viscosity measurements were determined by electron
microprobe and are shown in Table 1. Using analytical conditions of
10nA, 15kV and an incident beam diameter of 5 microns, measured
Na/Al was observed to be a function of titanium content, an effect most
marked in the most peralkaline series. Ten sequential analyses of the
same spot showed this to be an artefact due to progressive sodium loss
under the electron beam. Analyses performed using a beam current of
8nA and a defocussed beam of 20 microns showed no dependence of
measured Na/Al on TiO2 content, implying that sodium loss was
negligible under these conditions. All the samples used for this study
were taken from the large cylinders of glass recovered from the
concentric cylinder viscosity measurements.

2.2. Heat Capacity Measurements

Heat capacities have been measured from room temperature to
1100K with a Setaram DSC 121 (Differential Scanning Calorimetry)

under an argon-gas flow of 15 ml/h and crystalline Al2O3 as an internal
standard. Full details of the experimental procedure are given in Linard
et al., (2001). All measurements have been performed in step-scanning
mode, in intervals of 25 K with a heating rate of 3 K/min and a time
delay of 600s. Additional measurements were made for selected com-
positions every 10 K with a heating rate of 1K/min and a time delay of
400s in order to increase the number of experimental data points in the
temperature range corresponding to the liquid state. The results ob-
tained using the shorter time delay gave identical results, indicating that
measurements correspond to fully relaxed liquid. Although measure-
ments made near the glass transition may correspond to incompletely
relaxed liquid, the stepwise nature of the measurements avoids the peak
in heat capacity associated with continuous scanning.

2.3. Viscosity Measurements

Viscosities in the range 109 to 1013 Pa.s have been measured in air
under uniaxial compression with inaccuracies lower than 0.04 log units,
as determined from measurements on NBS standard glass 710, with the
setup described by Neuville and Richet (1991). The deformation rate is
measured as a function of the stress applied at constant temperature.
The samples were typically small cylinders 5 mm in diameter and 10
mm in height. From measurements of the sample height as a function
of time, the viscosity of the melt was calculated by:

� �
�

3�1n L/�t
(1)

where � is the stress exerted, L is the height of the sample and t is time.
For almost all compositions, measurements were made on several
samples. Samples were randomly heated or cooled to final temperature.
At a given temperature, the stress was varied to check the Newtonian
nature of the viscosity. Sipp (1998) and Bouhifd et al. (1999) have
found that, at viscosities higher than 1012 Pa.s, titanium-bearing silicate
melts reach the equilibrium state seven to ten times more slowly than
their titanium-free counterparts at the same viscosity. Therefore, care
was taken to ensure that the rate of length change once the stress had
been applied, was time independent. For Ti-rich compositions at low

Table 1. Chemical compositions (mol%a) of the investigated melts.

SiO2 Na2O Al2O3 TiO2 Na/(Na � Al) molar mass g atomb � (g/cm3)c

NATS 70–0 67.17 23.00 9.79 0.00 0.701 64.627 3.196 2.464
NATS 70–2 65.96 22.54 9.75 1.75 0.698 64.940 3.195 2.484
NATS 70–4 64.53 22.48 9.48 3.50 0.703 65.175 3.190 2.503
NATS 70–6 63.72 21.66 9.33 5.29 0.699 65.449 3.187 2.523
NATS 70–8 62.40 21.37 9.04 7.19 0.703 65.699 3.181 2.541
NATS 70–10 61.39 20.62 8.97 9.02 0.697 66.017 3.179 2.562
NATS 58–0 66.34 19.74 13.89 0.00 0.587 66.283 3.278 2.439
NATS 58–4 64.48 18.72 13.41 3.40 0.583 66.727 3.268 2.474
NATS 58–8 62.97 17.27 12.90 6.86 0.572 67.173 3.258 2.504
NATS 58–10 61.33 17.48 12.59 8.60 0.581 67.390 3.252 2.523
NATS 58–11 60.74 17.19 12.54 9.53 0.578 67.546 3.251 —
NATS 58–12 60.32 17.03 12.26 10.38 0.581 67.597 3.245 —
NATS 54–0 66.89 18.21 14.81 0.00 0.552 66.649 3.296 —
NATS 54–3 65.29 17.66 14.61 2.43 0.547 67.020 3.292 —
NATS 54–6 63.64 17.14 14.16 5.05 0.548 67.341 3.283 —
NATS 54–9 61.99 16.40 13.90 7.71 0.541 67.742 3.278 —
NATS 54–12 60.53 16.05 13.38 10.05 0.545 67.978 3.268 —
NATS 54–15 58.11 15.49 12.90 13.50 0.546 68.452 3.258 —
NATS 50–0 66.17 17.07 16.69 0.00 0.506 67.412 3.334 —
NATS 50–2 64.79 16.87 16.76 1.58 0.502 67.735 3.335 —
NATS 50–4 64.15 16.12 16.05 3.69 0.501 67.840 3.321 —
NATS 50–6 63.01 15.81 15.79 5.39 0.500 68.062 3.316 —
NATS 50–8 61.98 15.41 15.36 7.26 0.501 68.244 3.307 —
NATS 50–10 60.47 15.05 15.24 9.24 0.497 68.579 3.305 —

a Average of 10 analyses made with an electron microprobe.
b Number of atoms per gram of formula weight.
c Room-temperature Archimedean density of the glass.
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temperature, this time was on the order of several hours. The shape of
the sample after viscosity measurements was still cylindrical indicating
that no shearing occurred and that the linear approximation (V �
constant) is valid. No evidence for non-Newtonian behaviour was
found except for samples from the series NATS 50 that contain 8 and
10 mol% TiO2. For these compositions, the values of viscosity reported
in Table 2 correspond to the measurements made under the maximum
stress exerted. Using optical and scanning electron microscopy, no
evidence for crystallization was observed after the measurements.
Likewise, Archimedean densities of all samples were determined in a
toluene bath before and after viscosity measurements. No significant
changes were observed, with the exception of samples of the NATS 50
series.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Heat Capacity Measurements

The calorimetric measurements made between 305 and 1090
K are listed in Appendix 1 and plotted in Figure 1 for selected
compositions. Data for the series NATS 50 are not included
since the glass transition temperatures are above the range

accessible by the Setaram DSC121. For the other cases, data for
the glass phase has been fitted to an equation of the form:

Cp � a � bT � c/T2 � d/T1/ 2, (2)

The same equation was adjusted to the data for the liquid phase
with parameters b and d, or c and d set to zero. The values of
the variables are listed in Table 3.

In the solid state, the heat capacity of all samples increases
with increasing temperature until the glass transition is reached
and a large increase in heat capacity is observed (Fig. 1). This
jump in Cp is observed to occur when the heat capacity of the
glass is close to the Dulong and Petit harmonic limit of 3R/g
atom (R � gas constant), as observed in numerous previous
studies of amorphous silicates (Haggerty et al., 1968; Richet
and Bottinga, 1986; Toplis et al., 2001).

Above the glass transition, three different styles of variation
of Cp with temperature are observed. Firstly, for compositions
with Na/(Na � Al) � 0.5 containing little or no TiO2, heat
capacity is either independent of temperature or shows a slight
positive temperature dependence. This behaviour is typical of
aluminosilicate liquids (e.g. Stebbins et al., 1983; Richet and

Table 2. Log (Viscosity) in Pa.s.

T (K) 70:0 T (K) 70:2 T (K) 70:4 T (K) 70:6 T (K) 70:8 T (K) 70:10

781.07 13.10 813.15 12.32 814.99 12.78 834.91 12.40 834.51 13.08 856.88 12.43
802.18 12.12 828.85 11.58 819.19 12.59 850.76 11.60 850.96 12.09 867.71 11.75
818.19 11.42 845.32 10.90 835.71 11.81 866.73 10.87 867.03 11.29 879.4 11.05
834.02 10.79 861.52 10.31 851.35 11.10 882.53 10.21 882.82 10.56 889.76 10.53
855.11 10.04 877.73 9.77 867.42 10.45 898.63 9.68 898.82 9.90 899.99 10.09
871.75 9.56 888 9.50 883.6 9.90 909.4 9.54 910.08 9.70

899.31 9.43

T (K) 58:0 T (K) 58:4 T (K) 58:8 T (K) 58:10

887.5 12.05 897.6 12.42 905.9 12.1 909.6 12.43
903.4 11.48 913.6 11.75 916.9 11.65 925.5 11.79
919.4 10.95 929.4 11.13 927.6 11.21 941.3 11.18
940.6 10.32 945.0 10.58 938.4 10.79 957.2 10.61
961.9 9.76 961.5 10.05 956.4 10.21 972.5 10.14

977.5 9.63 961.4 10.04 988.5 9.63
971.0 9.75
982.5 9.41

T (K) 54:0 T (K) 54:3 T (K) 54:12

935.3 12.15 942.4 12.22 961.2 12.52
946.4 11.8 958.6 11.66 977.0 12.02
962.7 11.31 974.6 11.13 998.4 11.31
978.2 10.86 990.3 10.65 1014.4 10.78
994.1 10.43 1006.1 10.21 1030.2 10.3

1010.5 10.04 1022.2 9.82 1046.2 9.83
1026.4 9.71
1037.0 9.47

T (K) 50:0 T (K) 50:2 T (K) 50:4 T (K) 50:6 T (K) 50:8 T (K) 50:10

1026.8 12.5 1027.3 12.28 1028.2 12.53 1062.4 11.8 1057.7 11.9 1047.6 12.3
1047.5 11.93 1048.8 11.68 1039.0 12.23 1077.8 11.37 1071.9 11.43 1059.1 11.94
1063.3 11.5 1069.7 11.15 1049.4 11.95 1093.4 10.96 1088.0 10.99 1068.5 11.67
1079.0 11.1 1075.4 11.02 1070.1 11.39 1108.1 10.6 1103.7 10.61 1085.1 11.2
1095.1 10.75 1096.4 10.51 1091.4 10.84 1119.4 10.35 1119.4 10.23 1095.4 10.94
1115.7 10.3 1111.7 10.2 1111.9 10.33 1150.5 9.69 1135.2 9.87 1105.7 10.71
1136.1 9.89 1127.3 9.85 1127.4 9.95 1121.0 10.35

1142.7 9.65 1137.0 10.04
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Bottinga, 1984; Richet and Neuville, 1992; Courtial and Richet,
1993), one notable exception being the data of Tangeman and
Lange (1998) for sodium aluminosilicates, which show a slight
negative temperature dependence. Secondly, for samples con-
taining high concentrations of Ti, a clear negative dependence
of Cp on temperature is observed (Fig. 1). This behaviour is
qualitatively similar to that described by other workers for
simple alkali titanosilicate melts (Richet and Bottinga, 1985;
Lange and Navrotsky, 1993; Tangeman and Lange, 1998; Bou-
hifd et al., 1999). In detail, for the series NATS 70 (Fig. 1a) for
which the data are most comprehensive, the increase in heat
capacity at the glass transition is found to be directly propor-
tional to the TiO2 content. We also note that, despite the
increasingly large jump of Cp at Tg, the heat capacity of the
liquid markedly decreases with increasing temperature tending
to the Cp value of the analogous Ti-free melt (Fig. 1a). For the
third type of variation, the change of Cp at the glass transition
is not as abrupt as expected. Furthermore, Cp increases signif-
icantly in the liquid state and measurements are more scattered
than usual (Fig. 1b). This type of variation is observed for those
compositions richest in TiO2 at Na/(Na � Al) � 0.58 and 0.54
as illustrated in Fig. 2, and discussed below.

For compositions which do not show the third type of be-
haviour, calorimetric glass transition temperatures Tg have been
defined as the temperature at which heat capacity is halfway
between extrapolated values of fully relaxed liquid and com-
pletely unrelaxed glass. When defined in this way (Table), it is
of note that Tg is within �5 K of T12, the temperature at which
viscosity is 1012 Pa.s, as previously observed by Sipp and
Richet, (2002).

3.2. Viscosity

The experimental viscosities are listed in Table 2 and shown
in Figure 3. In general it is found that titania increases viscosity

over the studied temperature ranges. For example, addition of
10 mol% TiO2 to NATS 70:0 increases viscosity by more than
two orders of magnitude at 860K, an increase which may be
described as a linear function of TiO2 (Fig. 4). However, with
increasing temperature, the isothermal influence of TiO2 on
viscosity decreases (Fig. 4), consistent with previous observa-
tions that TiO2 decreases viscosity in the superliquidus range
(Dingwell, 1992 b; Bouhifd et al., 1999). We note that linearity
may break down at higher TiO2 contents as indicated by the
observations of Dingwell (1992 b) and Bouhifd et al. (1999) for
additions of up to 50 mol% TiO2 to alumina-free melts. Some-

Fig. 2. Linear temperature dependence of heat capacities for fully
relaxed liquids as a function of Na*, defined as molar Na – Al – 1.4Ti
(see discussion for more details of this parameter). Black circles �
NATS 70, Grey circles � NATS 58, Open circles � NATS 54. Below
the dashed line, behaviour is considered ‘normal’ while above the
dashed line, behaviour is ‘abnormal.’

Fig. 1. Heat capacity of glasses and liquids of the series NATS 70 and NATS 58 as a function of absolute temperature.
The solid line at �25 J/g.atom.K represents the Dulong-Petit harmonic limit (3R) (a) NATS 70 : 0, 2, 4, 6, 10 (Circles black
to light grey). (b) NATS 58 : 0, 4, 8 (Circles black to light grey) and NATS 58 : 10, 11 (open diamonds).
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what surprisingly, no variation of viscosity with TiO2 content is
found for the series NATS 50. However, as mentioned above,
compositions NATS 50:8 and 50:10 show time dependent
viscosity, and the significance of these latter observations will
be discussed in the next section.

For compositions which do not show anomalous time or
temperature dependence, viscosity data may also be used to
calculate melt ‘ fragility,’ a parameter used to quantify the

departure from Arrhenian temperature dependence, defined by
Angell (1985, 2001) as the gradient �(log�)/�(Tg/T) at the glass
transition temperature, Tg. We observe that fragility increases
dramatically upon addition of 10 mol% TiO2 to NATS 70:0.
The magnitude of this effect is considerably greater than that
due to equivalent additions of Al2O3 or Na2O. However, in
contrast to the variation of viscosity, fragility does not show a
linear variation as a function of TiO2 content. Melt fragility is
also observed to increase for the other compositional series
(Fig. 5), but the data do not cover a wide enough range of TiO2

to assess whether the effect of titania on fragility is a function
of Al2O3 content. For reference, we note that Bouhifd et al.
(1999) showed that the fragility of Al-free alkali titanosilicate
melts depends only on TiO2 content and not on the abundance
of SiO2 or alkali elements.

Table 3. Coefficients of Cp � a � bT � c/T2 � d/T1/2 (Cp in J/molK).

a 103b 10�5c d �Ta (K) Tg (K) AADb (%) AAD mod
c (%)

NATS 70:0 glass 96.237 8.935 �3.490 �698.5 305–739 802 0.11 0.3
liquid 90.751 2.515 — — 863–1062 0.09 0.09

NATS 70:2 glass 85.474 15.004 �3.033 �541.8 305–802 820 0.40 1.0
liquid 89.601 4.772 — — 862–1041 0.30 0.58

NATS 70:4 glass 70.896 19.460 �9.976 �208.4 305–772 832 0.25 1.3
liquid 94.948 — 4.400 — 882–1080 0.21 0.56

NATS 70:6 glass 62.295 21.251 �1.393 — 305–789 841 0.15 1.3
liquid 91.653 — 42.475 — 888–1062 0.06 1.09

NATS 70:10 glass 61.944 22.349 �13.467 — 305–815 863 0.12 0.6
liquid 94.082 — 63.578 — 913–1062 0.08 0.87

NATS 58:0 glass 134.865 �8.863 1.804 �1373.3 312–760 884 0.09 0.3
liquid 86.852 7.840 — — 933–1083 0.20 0.19

NATS 58:4 glass 123.86 �1.161 5.279 �1259.2 305–862 903 0.31 1.0
liquid 94.462 — 20.159 — 951–1080 0.21 0.57

NATS 58:8 glass 95.030 11.321 �2.625 �686.1 305–822 907 0.14 0.7
liquid 94.005 — 64.863 — 961–1090 0.18 1.03

NATS 54:0 glass 11.864 2.736 0.324 �1048.3 312–834 934 0.14 1.3
liquid 61.540 10.791 — — 983–1083 0.17 0.17

a Temperature interval of the measurements.
b Absolute average deviations of the experimental data from the fitted values.
c Absolute average deviations of the experimental data from the values calculated using Eq. 3 as discussed in the text.

Fig. 3. Viscosity of aluminous titanosilicates as a function of recip-
rocal temperature. NATS 70-0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 � circles (black to
light-grey respectively); NATS 58-0, 4 � black and grey squares
respectively; NATS 58-8, 10 � open squares; NATS 54-0, 3, 12 �
triangles (open for the last one); NATS 50-0, 2 � filled diamonds;
NATS 50-4, 6, 8, 10 � open diamonds. Solid and dashed lines are fits
to the TVF equation of data shown here and measurements in the
superliquidus range (Toplis and Dingwell, unpublished data). Open
symbols and dashed lines are used for data sets showing anomalous
behaviour (see text).

Fig. 4. Interpolated viscosity of NATS 70 as a function of titanium
content at different temperatures.
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4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Processes Responsible for Anomalous Behaviour:
Liquid-Liquid Phase Separation and Anatase
Saturation

As noted above, unusual temperature dependence of Cp and
viscosity occurs for the same compositions. After heat capacity
measurements (which typically lasted 6 h, of which only the
last 2 were above the glass transition temperature) optical and
electron microscopies (SEM, TEM) showed no evidence for
partial crystallization. As crystallization is exothermic it cannot
explain the observed variations of Cp. On the other hand, these
variations are similar to those recently described in the system
Na2O-SiO2 (Jarry and Richet, 2001), where they have been
attributed to liquid-liquid unmixing (i.e. immiscibility). Indeed,
unmixing is a process known to be promoted by the presence of
Ti (Glasser and Maar, 1979). Furthermore, time-dependent
viscosity measurements have been previously described in Ti-
rich systems and ascribed to immiscibility (Simmons et al.,
1974; Sipp et al., 1997). Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM) performed on NATS 50:6 before viscometry was im-
paired by extremely rapid volatilization of sodium under the
electron beam, but no features corresponding to crystals or
immiscible phases were apparent. On the same sample, after
viscosity measurements lasting approximately 7 h above the
glass transition, volatilization of sodium under the electron
beam was still problematic during observation by TEM, but in
this case the sample also clearly contained nanocrystals, found
to be anatase based upon Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra
of other samples showing anomalous behaviour also imply the
presence of crystalline anatase. Our result that the viscosity of
TiO2-bearing melts in the series NATS 50 is similar to that of
the TiO2-free melt may therefore be explained because essen-
tially all TiO2 has been extracted from the liquid into anatase.
Note that the volume fraction of these inclusions is too small to
influence viscosity directly (Lejeune and Richet, 1995).

Although it cannot be proven that saturation of TiO2 is the
result of a preceding liquid-liquid immiscibility, some process

is clearly active during the heat capacity measurements, but no
crystals were observed in those samples, even at the scale of
observation of the transmission electron microscope. Detailed
consideration of the compositional domain where TiO2 satura-
tion occurs, and the implications for the structural role of TiO2

in our glasses, will be presented below.

4.2. Influence of Titania on the Properties of
Homogeneous Melts

4.2.1. Partial molar heat capacities of oxide components

For silicate glasses, it has long been known that heat capacity
is an additive function of composition above room temperature
(Stebbins et al., 1984; Richet, 1987). With oxide components
one writes

Cp
gl � � �iC� pi, (3)

where �i is the mole fraction and C� pi the partial molar heat
capacity of oxide i. With the composition independent C� pi’s of
Richet (1987), we reproduce all measurements to better than
1.3% (Table 3).

In contrast, there is no universally applicable model for the
prediction of liquid heat capacity. In order to simulate our
experimental data, an additive model analogous to equation 3
has been used. Our first step is to assess whether temperature
dependent values of C� pTiO2

determined from Al-free composi-
tions (for which only Richet and Bottinga, 1985 provide a
quantitative model) can be applied to our liquids. To test this
we have calculated �TiO2

� C� pTiO2
� (1 � �TiO2

) � C� pTi � free

where C� pTi � free is the measured heat capacity of the Ti-free
composition and C� pTiO2

is the value given by Richet and Bot-
tinga (1985). The agreement between the predicted values of Cp

and experiments is better than 1% for all compositions not
affected by immiscibility/crystallisation (Fig. 6). We therefore
conclude that the partial molar heat capacity of TiO2 deter-
mined in Al-free systems is also applicable to Al-bearing
compositions.

Furthermore, even though many studies have shown that the
partial molar heat capacity of Na2O and SiO2 components are
independent of temperature and composition (Stebbins et al.,
1984; Lange and Navrotsky, 1992) the case for the Al2O3

component is known to be more complex (Richet and Bottinga,
1985; Courtial and Richet, 1993; Tangeman and Lange, 1998),
thus we have considered in more detail the values of C� pTi � free.
In order to remain consistent with previous determinations of
partial molar heat capacity determined from large data sets of
precise measurements (in particular from drop calorimetry) we
have chosen to impose C� pNa2O

and C� pSiO2
from Richet and

Bottinga (1985), values identical within error to those of other
models (e.g. Stebbins et al., 1984; Lange and Navrotsky, 1992).
Values of C� pAl2O3

were then determined for each Ti-free com-
position. Despite the limited temperature range of our experi-
ments, a temperature dependent C� pAl2O3

was required to fit the
data and an equation of the form C� pAl2O3

� a � bT was used as
in previous studies (Richet and Bottinga, 1984; Courtial and
Richet, 1993). It is observed that the values of parameters a and
b determined in this way vary as a linear function of the ratio
Na2O/(Al2O3 � Na2O) as summarized in Table 4.

Fig. 5. Melt fragility as a function of titania content for samples not
showing anomalous behaviour (full symbols on Fig. 3). Circles �
NATS 70, diamonds � NATS 58, triangles � NATS 54, squares �
NATS 50.
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4.2.2. Application of the Adam-Gibbs theory

Within the framework of the Adam and Gibbs (A-G) theory
of relaxation processes (Adam and Gibbs, 1965) it may be
shown (Richet, 1984) that viscosity (�) of a liquid is related to
its configurational entropy (Sconf(T)) through the equation

log10��� � Ae �
Be

TSconf�T�
, (4)

where Ae and Be are constants. Using the glass transition
temperature Tg as an arbitrary reference temperature, we may
write for Sconf (T)

Sconf�T� � Sconf�Tg� � �
Tg

TCp
conf

T
dT, (5)

In this equation Cp
conf corresponds to the configurational

contribution to liquid heat capacity, which is given by
(Richet, 1984):

Cp
conf � Cp

diq � Cp
vib, (6)

where Cp
vib may be approximated by the composition indepen-

dent value of 3R/g atom, corresponding to the heat capacity of
the glass at Tg (Haggerty et al., 1968, Richet and Bottinga,
1986). Cp

conf is a parameter associated with temperature induced

changes in the liquid, mainly controlled by short-range order
around oxygen atoms (Richet and Bottinga, 1985). Defining Tg

in equation 5 as the temperature at which viscosity is 1012 Pas,
equations 4 and 5 may be combined and fitted to available heat
capacity and viscosity data using Sconf(Tg), Ae and Be as fit
parameters. In this way our data may be used to provide further
insights into the variation of thermodynamic properties as a
function of TiO2. Not only can we consider the variation of
Sconf(Tg), but also that of Be/S

conf (Tg), a ratio proportional to
the height of the average potential energy barrier to viscous
flow (Toplis, 1998).

Because we wish to interpret variations of our fit parameters
in terms of physically meaningful features of melt structure,
particular care has been taken to assess the uncertainties in
calculated values of Sconf (Tg) and Be/S

conf(Tg). The need to
consider all possible combinations of fit parameters which
describe the data, rather than just the set of “best-fit” parame-
ters has been recently illustrated by Russell et al., (2002). In
order to quantify the confidence limits on each parameter, we
have employed a bootstrap procedure to simulate sets of pos-
sible combinations of Ae, Be and Sconf (Tg) taking into account
the uncertainty on individual measurements and the misfit of
the data relative to the model. As a first step the best-fit
parameters were determined by a least-squares regression of
the viscosity data to a combination of equations 4 and 5.
Secondly, the residuals for each data point were calculated and
the magnitude of these residuals redistributed randomly among
the data points and a new set of best-fit parameters calculated.
This procedure was repeated 100 times for each composition,
such that the 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles for each fit parameter
(Table 5) and the correlations between fit parameters can be
determined (Fig. 7). Qualitatively it may be noted that uncer-
tainties on individual parameters are reduced when the liquid
shows large departures from Arrhenian behaviour and/or when

Fig. 6. Calculated heat capacities of the melts with the model described in the text (Eq. 3 and Table 3). (a) NATS 70 (b)
NATS 58. Error bars are not presented but are less than 1% (see Table 3).

Table 4. Coefficients a and b of C� pAl2O3
(Cp in J/molK).

Na2O/(Al2O3 � Na2O)* a 103b

NATS 70:0 0.7014 132.3 25.7
NATS 58:0 0.5869 93.7 56.4
NATS 54:0 0.5515 81 72.9

* Values from Table 1.
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the studied range of viscosity is large, particularly in the low
temperature range.

When calculated values of configurational entropy are con-
sidered, it is found that addition of TiO2 to NATS 70:00
decreases Sconf at constant temperature (Fig. 8). Within the
uncertainties associated with this approach, the decrease is
linear with a value of approximately �2 J/mol.K at 900 K.
Only two data points are available for the series NATS 58 and
the error on Sconf for these two compositions is too large to
reach any meaningful conclusions. The results for the series
NATS70 contrast with previous results in Al-free systems (Fig.
8), for which Sconf was calculated to increase upon addition of
TiO2 (Bouhifd et al., 1999). Before considering the variation of
the ratio Be/S

conf (Tg) upon addition of TiO2 we underline the
fact that this parameter has a much lower uncertainty than
either Sconf or Be when considered individually. This is because

Sconf and Be are highly correlated, as illustrated in Figure 7 for
NATS 58:0. In this case, despite uncertainties in Be and Sconf

(Tg) of about 20%, the relative uncertainty in their ratio is only
2%. For the series NATS70 for which we have the most data,
the variation of Be/S

conf (Tg) is clearly a non-linear function of
TiO2 with a sharp increase in Be/S

conf (Tg) for small additions
of Ti followed by a plateau at additions greater than 6 mole%
(Table 5). Further support for a non-linear variation is given by
the non-linear dependence of melt fragility on TiO2 content.
This is because, given a linear variation of Cp

conf and Sconf

(Tg) as a function of TiO2, the only other parameter which
can result in a non-linearity of fragility is Be/S

conf (Tg)
(Toplis et al., 1997b). Interpretation of this result in terms of
the structural role of Ti in our glasses will be discussed
below.

Fig. 8. Configurational entropy of melts at 900 K. Black circles �
series NATS 70; open circles � series NATS 58; dashed line �
extrapolation of the configurational entropy at 900K for NS2 and NTS2
melts as determined by Bouhifd et al. (1999). Determination of error
bars as discussed in the text.

Table 5. Coefficients of the Adam-Gibbs equation.

T12 Ae Q 0.025a Q 0.975a 10�5 Be Q 0.025a Q 0.975a Sconf (Tg) Q 0.025a Q 0.975a Be/S
conf (Tg)

NATS 70:0 804 �1.2 �1.35 �1.08 0.985 0.922 1.06 9.24 8.71 9.87 10660
NATS 70:2 819 �1.28 �1.35 �1.14 0.993 0.922 1.032 9.16 8.58 9.48 10840
NATS 70:4 831 �1.52 �1.6 �1.47 1.015 0.988 1.045 9.05 8.84 9.28 11215
NATS 70:6 843 �1.77 �1.86 �1.69 1.024 0.984 1.062 8.78 8.49 9.07 11663
NATS 70:8 853
NATS 70:10 863 �1.56 �1.62 �1.5 0.961 0.931 0.991 8.2 7.97 8.43 11720
NATS 58:0 887 �1.1 �1.48 �0.79 1.21 1.02 1.44 10.35 8.98 12.12 11691
NATS 58:4 907 �1.58 �1.85 �1.31 1.16 1.014 1.319 9.47 8.39 10.55 12249
NATS 58:8 906
*NATS 58:10
NATS 54:0 939
NATS 54:3 947
*NATS 54:12 980
NATS 50:0 1044
NATS 50:2 1037
*NATS 50:4 1047
*NATS 50:6 1059
*NATS 50:8 1057
*NATS 50:10 1061

* Samples interpreted to be unmixed.
a Quantile 0.025 and Quantile 0.975. The real value of Sconf (Tg) (which follow a non-gaussian distribution) has a probability of 0.95 of lying

between these values.

Fig. 7. Correlation between parameters Be and Sconf (Tg) for the
composition NATS 58:00. The open circle represents the best fit
parameters. The solid lines represent the optimal value of the ratio
Be/S

conf (Tg) and dashed lines, the extreme values for this ratio. Deter-
mination of this correlation is discussed in the text.
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4.3. Implications for the Structural Role of Ti in
Aluminosilicate Melts

The current view of the structural role of Ti in alkali silicate
melts is that a dominant proportion of the Ti is present in a
square pyramid geometry with one short titanyl (Ti�O) bond
and four longer Ti–O bonds (Farges et al., 1996a, 1996b;
Cormier et al., 1997, Reynard and Webb, 1998, Henderson et
al., 2002). However, four or six fold coordinations are also
inferred, with abundances on the order of a few tens of percent
(Farges et al., 1996a; Farges, 1997). In the presence of alumi-
nium, available spectroscopic evidence implies that five-fold
coordinated Ti remains the dominant form (Farges et al., 1996a,
Romano et al., 2000), although there is a trend to decreasing
average coordination number as liquids become more polymer-
ised (Farges and Brown, 1997). Below we will assess to what
extent these conclusions are supported by our data and in
addition we will address the question of whether there is any
evidence for a specific interaction between Ti and Al in our
glasses.

4.3.1. Evidence for the coordination number of Ti

One of the strongest constraints on the structural role of Ti in
our glasses is given by the onset of anomalous behaviour and
the saturation of anatase (Fig. 2). The fact that TiO2 saturation
is promoted by low Na2O, high Al2O3 and high TiO2 may be
rationalized if a fraction of Ti requires the presence of Na in
order to be stabilised, such that the solubility of Ti in the melt
is limited by the availability of Na. This sort of behaviour has
been previously described at superliquidus temperatures for
potassium aluminosilicate melts by Dickinson and Hess (1985)
and is to be expected if titanyl-bearing five-fold coordinated Ti
is present because, using simple charge balance arguments, this
structure requires an average of two Na atoms to be incorpo-
rated in the melt structure. Within the framework of this idea,
the importance of aluminium may be understood because Al
effectively locks Na in charge-balancing roles (Mysen, 1988)
such that the latter are no longer available to stabilise Ti. If each
Al is associated with one Na, and each Ti is associated with an
average of � Na the parameter Na*, defined as:

Na � Al � �.Ti, (7)

is the number of ‘ free’ Na remaining as network modifiers in
the melt. Thus, one predicts that Na* falls to zero (accompanied
by an onset of anomalous behaviour), upon addition of Ti to a
base composition of fixed Na/(Na�Al) and that this transition
from “normal” to “abnormal” behaviour will occur at lower Ti
contents when Na/(Na�Al) is lower, in qualitative agreement
with our observations (Fig. 2). In detail, the fact that compo-
sition NATS 54:6 shows abnormal behaviour while composi-
tion NATS 58:8 shows normal behaviour may be used to
constrain the value of �. Assuming a common value of � for
both compositions and applying eq. 7, it is found that � must be
in the range 1.18 to 1.28, as illustrated in Figure 9. However, a
potential complicating factor is that a proportion of Al may not
be associated with Na in these compositions, for example due
to the presence of triclusters containing one or more Al (Toplis
et al., 1997a; Romano et al., 2000). In this case Na* as calcu-
lated using eqn. 7 will fall to zero even though some sodium

remain in network modifying roles. The transition from normal
to abnormal behaviour will therefore occur for negative values
of Na*. For increasingly negative values of Na* at the transi-
tion from normal to abnormal behaviour, calculated values of �
increase (Fig. 9). However the range of values decreases and an
absolute upper limit to � of 1.54 is determined because for
higher values of �, composition NATS 58:8 has a lower cal-
culated Na* than composition NATS 54:6 even though the
former shows normal behaviour and the latter abnormal behav-
iour. This reasoning also places an upper limit of no more than
6 relative percent of Al not associated with charge-balancing
sodium. We also note that although � is not necessarily iden-
tical for compositions NATS 54:6 and NATS 58:8, there is no
reason to expect variations in this parameter to be outside the
range calculated above.

The value of � is a function of the nature and the relative
proportions of the structural environment(s) of Ti. If one as-
sumes that Ti in our samples is a mixture of five-fold coordi-
nated titanyl-bearing moities and one or more additional envi-
ronments which do not require any Na (four and/or six-fold
coordination), our calculated range of � implies a dominant
proportion of the titanyl groups (60–75%), relative species
proportions in excellent agreement with values determined
spectroscopically (Farges et al., 1996a). On the other hand we
cannot exclude the possibility that another mechanism involv-
ing only one Na to stabilise one Ti may be operating, in which
case the real proportion of titanyl bearing [V]Ti will be lower
than calculated above. Furthermore, we note that our estimated
values of � are only valid for samples annealed near the glass
transition and that the average number of Na associated with Ti
may be a function of temperature. For example, Dickinson and

Fig. 9. Determination of the mean number of Na (�) associated with
each Ti (�). The dark grey area represents the values of this parameter
assuming the absence of Al-triclusters and the light grey area represents
the range of number of Na per Ti if the formation of Al-triclusters is
permitted. The dashed lines indicate the upper limits for the number of
Al-bearing triclusters present in the melt and the average number of
sodium per titanium atom (see text). Note that Figure 2 is an example
of how the behaviour of samples varies as a function of Na* when � is
fixed to be 1.4.
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Hess inferred an average K/Ti of only approximately 0.7 in the
superliquidus range although to what extent this is due to the
difference in the nature of the metal cation (Na vs. K) cannot be
directly assessed. However, we note that the fact that signifi-
cant amounts of Ti may be incorporated in metaluminous and
even peraluminous melts in the superliquidus range (Dickinson
and Hess, 1985) despite the fact that those compositions con-
tain no nominal ‘ free’ alkalis, provides indirect evidence in
favour of a reduction of � with increasing temperature.

Further indirect evidence for the coordination state of Ti in
our glasses is provided by consideration of the ratio Be/S

conf

(Tg) and its variation as a function of TiO2. If it is accepted that
Be/S

conf (Tg) is directly proportional to the average energy
barrier to viscous flow (Toplis, 1998), interpretation of this
parameter requires consideration of the potential microscopic
mechanisms of viscous flow which may be operating. For
example, in Ti-free peralkaline melts, viscous flow is thought to
involve production and elimination of five-coordinated network
formers, formed through interaction with non-bridging oxygens
(NBO) (e.g. Stebbins, 1991). When no NBO are available (for
example in metaluminous compositions or SiO2) other mech-
anisms must be active and energy barriers to viscous flow are

expected to be higher than in peralkaline melts. In Na-bearing
systems it may be noted that this energy barrier shows smooth,
albeit non-linear, variations going from compositional fields
where a mechanism involving NBONa dominates to those
where an alternative mechanism dominates (Toplis, 1998). In
light of the potential importance of NBONa, values of Be/S

conf

(Tg) have been considered as a function of Na* (Fig. 10). When
considered in this way, literature data for Al-free systems
(Liska et al., 1996; Bouhifd et al., 1999) show that Be/S

conf (Tg)
increases in a linear fashion with decreasing Na*. This obser-
vation cannot be simply explained in terms of removal of
NBONa which would result in a highly non-linear variation of
Be/S

conf (Tg) (Toplis, 1998). Rather, it infers that the average
energy barrier is increasingly dominated by the contribution of
a mechanism involving titanium. Given that five-fold coordi-
nated titanyl is the dominant form of Ti in sodium silicate melts
(Farges et al., 1996a), we assume that this is the species that
takes part in the viscous flow mechanism. In light of this
observation it is of interest to note that, for additions of up to
6% TiO2 to NATS70, Be/S

conf (Tg) tends towards the same
endmember value of 13500. However, for greater additions of
TiO2 this trend is interrupted and reaches an apparent plateau.

Fig. 10. Variation of Be/S
conf (Tg) as a function of Na*, the latter calculated assuming 1.4 Na per Ti. Diamonds are data

from Bouhifd et al. (1999) and Liska et al. (1996) for sodium titanosilicate melts (Open and filled respectively). In the
absence of a detailed statistical study, error bars have been set to 5 relative%. The dashed line is a linear fit to the data,
clearly showing the increase in Be/S

conf (Tg) upon addition of titania. The open square is the value of Be/S
conf (Tg) for jadeite

melt taken from Toplis (1998). Data from this study are represented by circles (black circles � NATS 70, grey circles �
NATS 58 and open circle � NATS 54:00. The dashed curve links the Ti-free compositions used in this study (indicated
by arrows). Bars shown on the right hand side of the diagram represent semiquantitative estimates of the range of Be/S

conf

(Tg) associated with different individual microscopic mechanisms controlling viscous flow (see text for more details).
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Interpretation of this feature is necessarily qualitative, but is
consistent with the emergence of an additional viscous flow
mechanism with an energy barrier significantly lower than that
attributed to [V]Ti. Network forming [IV]Ti may be expected to
have a high energy barrier to viscous flow (not as high as that
operating in SiO2, but higher than that in depolymerised com-
positions), thus we feel that the simplest explanation would be
an increasing role of octahedral [VI]Ti which forms NBOTi. The
increasing role of this ‘ low energy barrier’ mechanism (what-
ever its structural origin) may imply changes in the relative
proportions of [n]Ti as a function of TiO2 content (e.g. Hender-
son and Fleet, 1995; Mysen and Neuville, 1995), but this is not
necessarily the case. This observation could also be explained
by increasing connectivity of regions of the melt structure in
which the non-titanyl coordination state is concentrated. For
example, in the case that non-titanyl Ti is [VI]Ti this would
result in a model of melt structure resembling that of the
modified random network model in which network modifier-
rich regions are envisaged as channels through the melt struc-
ture. This result leads us to consider the longer range order of
Ti in our glasses and the question of a possible Al-Ti interac-
tion.

4.3.2. Evidence for next-nearest-neighbour interactions

One of the most striking results of this study is that config-
urational entropy decreases as titanium is added (Fig. 8). This
is indeed a surprising result because addition of extra compo-
nents almost always increases configurational entropy. It also
contrasts with the case of addition of TiO2 to Al-free compo-
sitions, for which Sconf increases (Bouhifd et al., 1999, and Fig.
8). The likely explanation of this result is that Ti imposes a
strong degree of structural order amongst its next-nearest-
neighbours. Several options are possible, such as only Si as
adjacent network forming cations to the four oxygens at the
base of the titanyl-bearing [V]Ti, or only Al, or some fixed ratio
of Al and Si. Another possibility, consistent with the recent
proposal of Romano et al. (2000) is that Ti is pushing Al and
Si into highly ordered configurations such as triclusters of some
fixed Si/Al ratio. This latter possibility also has the conse-
quence that it liberates Na from charge balancing roles which
may then stabilise further titanyl-bearing Ti in the melt. How-
ever, we do not favour this hypothesis for our glasses in the
studied temperature range because as discussed above, the
saturation of TiO2 in our liquids (Fig. 9) would imply that no
more than 6 relative percent of Al occur in triclusters. Further
indirect evidence that the structural role of Al is not signifi-
cantly modified upon addition of TiO2 is the fact that single
values for C� p Al2O3

and C� pTiO2
can account for all heat capacity

data of each series of constant Na/(Na � Al). Indeed, the lack
of any excess Cp terms provides evidence against a strong
interaction of TiO2 with Al2O3. Furthermore, the fact that the
unusual temperature dependence of Cp in titanium-bearing
melts can be predicted, within experimental errors, from the
partial molar Cp for TiO2 determined in Al-free melts, suggests
to us that the local structural environment of Ti is identical in
both Al-free and Al-bearing melts (i.e. Ti–O are surrounded
only by Si). This leads us to propose that our melts are com-
posed of two more or less connected sub-domains; one in
which titanium and SiO2 tetrahedra are concentrated, the other

in which tetrahedral alumina charge balanced by sodium and
SiO2 are concentrated. This model is similar in many ways to
that of Farges et al. (1996b) although the latter is for Al-free
systems. In our model, the local environments of Al and Ti are
unrelated and the poor mixing of the structural units as well as
the progressive removal of sodium from network-modifying
roles as titanium is added to the melt would both act to decrease
the configurational entropy. However, we stress again that
these implications may only be valid at temperatures close to
the glass transition and that the same melts at superliquidus
conditions may be structurally different. We do not exclude that
at higher temperature, increasing disorder of Al and Si may
occur around Ti atoms, or even that triclusters may be present
and possibly frozen in during rapid quenching to glass, thus
explaining the results of Romano et al. (2000). Indeed, it is of
note that incomplete mixing of titanium with SiO4

4� tetrahedra
around Tg has been previously proposed on thermodynamic
and structural grounds for titanosilicate melts (Gan et al., 1996;
Henderson and Fleet, 1997; Bouhifd et al., 1999; Krocker et al.,
2002) in support of this contention.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As discussed above, our measurements of heat capacity and
shear viscosity may be used, either individually or in combi-
nation, to provide insights into the structural role of Ti in
aluminosilicate glasses and liquids. The conclusions concern-
ing the immediate coordination environment of Ti are in broad
agreement with previous studies, although new spectroscopic
data are clearly needed to determine the exact nature of non-
titanyl Ti in these compositions. Furthermore, the lack of
evidence of an interaction between Ti and Al as well as the fact
that configurational entropy decreases upon addition of Ti, both
point to an important role of medium range order in controlling
the macroscopic properties of these liquids. Changes in me-
dium range order may occur, not only in response to changes in
glass composition, but also as a function of temperature for a
single glass composition, thus, further constraints on the tem-
perature and compositional dependence of medium range as-
pects of melt structure are required in order to fully understand
the relationships between structure and properties of titanium-
bearing melts.
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Appendix 1. Heat capacity data (NATS 70)

T (K) NATS 70:0 T (K) NATS 70:2 T (K) NATS 70:4 T (K) NATS 70:6 T (K) NATS 70:10

316.85 56.327 305.20699 54.16861757 305.16337 53.48926366 316.86 55.183 316.86 55.634
341.87 58.45 315.21743 58.07022829 315.22061 55.5676099 341.87 57.7 341.86 58.081
366.74 60.6 325.16192 58.82223647 325.16416 56.7447635 366.73 59.803 366.72 60.191
391.6 62.311 335.10639 57.96697327 335.10845 57.17035737 391.59 61.464 391.58 61.916
415.46 63.57 345.05168 58.7780771 345.05321 57.87294573 416.45 62.843 416.44 63.277
441.32 65.131 354.99608 59.87491806 354.99762 59.19730522 441.3 64.442 441.3 64.857
466.17 66.333 364.93929 60.07688226 364.94157 59.86469899 466.15 65.698 466.15 66.109
491.03 67.658 374.8836 60.61978282 374.88605 60.47343509 491.01 66.961 491.01 67.423
515.89 68.666 384.82787 61.40620935 384.83149 60.92184028 515.86 68.27 515.86 68.4
540.75 69.952 394.77186 61.89910591 394.77512 61.60357257 540.72 69.213 540.71 69.469
565.61 70.85 404.71502 62.73748464 404.71856 62.07283381 565.57 69.907 565.57 70.262
590.46 71.878 414.65784 63.17128557 414.66305 62.66853488 590.43 70.816 590.42 71.397
615.32 72.55 424.60035 63.59664426 424.60622 63.36395397 615.28 71.85 615.28 72.169
640.17 73.597 434.54383 64.0356404 434.54931 63.84755375 640.13 72.531 640.13 73.074
665.02 74.301 444.48514 64.68699119 444.49253 64.48105642 664.98 73.284 664.98 73.879
689.88 75.07 454.42972 65.20131804 454.43587 65.05068742 689.83 74.03 689.83 74.619
714.72 75.742 464.37171 65.98774456 464.37841 65.49453034 714.67 74.547 714.68 75.167
739.59 76.537 474.31457 66.1221709 474.32064 66.01202121 739.52 75.228 739.53 75.734
764.45 77.862 484.2571 67.02613929 484.26314 66.5575374 764.4 76.17 764.41 76.705
789.31 79.775 494.19872 67.5320239 494.20495 66.98573828 789.26 77.014 789.27 77.523
814.16 88.59 504.14063 68.15739859 504.14652 67.51496067 814.11 78.566 814.12 78.672
839.02 91.466 514.08288 68.26195241 514.0884 68.0344068 838.96 83.317 838.97 80.633
863.87 92.959 524.02607 68.69380512 524.02962 68.3772282 863.81 95.661 863.82 92.833
888.71 93.146 533.96772 69.26787701 533.9701 69.2681728 888.66 96.911 888.67 99.045
913.56 93.062 543.91102 69.55880936 543.91135 69.28381484 913.5 96.852 913.51 101.74
938.41 92.939 553.85282 69.75882536 553.85145 69.73743404 938.35 96.459 938.35 101.26
963.25 93.062 563.79447 70.774491 563.79355 70.10502201 963.19 96.302 963.2 101.01
988.09 93.191 573.73716 70.74851489 573.73493 70.35855343 988.02 96.014 988.04 100.61

1012.9 93.237 583.67686 71.3024553 583.6746 70.72418614 1012.9 95.844 1012.9 100.11
1037.8 93.437 593.61741 71.4037621 593.61472 71.0663558 1037.7 95.517 1037.7 99.903
1062.6 93.526 603.55631 71.49143145 603.5546 71.36430633 1062.5 95.393 1062.5 99.883

613.49671 72.0577105 613.49613 71.72853554
623.43409 72.57333615 623.43714 72.19649328
633.37305 72.75322066 633.37427 72.55495673
643.31083 73.0629857 643.31562 72.82738894
653.25272 73.4415874 653.25544 73.25558982
663.1948 73.60393805 663.19321 73.47848891
673.13456 73.78901778 673.1301 73.78937448
683.07307 74.044233 683.07114 73.9484019
693.01026 74.3455558 693.00898 74.28340229
702.94941 74.63453994 702.94587 74.39550358
712.88416 74.98391853 712.88184 74.7448425
722.82139 75.38719754 722.82105 74.97425911
732.76032 75.36511785 732.75916 75.41875378
742.69874 75.78852833 742.6951 75.83913364
752.63715 75.98529731 752.63282 76.43678997
762.57465 76.86978363 762.57133 76.60689717
772.51349 77.013951 772.50855 77.04226732
782.45023 77.75232174 782.44422 77.40138252
792.38596 78.34132988 792.38145 78.12873744
802.32322 78.53290364 802.31571 78.78896193
812.26041 80.41617113 812.25413 79.69620032
822.19712 82.92091689 822.19089 81.90107639
832.13407 87.7784482 832.12559 86.64387366
842.07505 90.75660844 842.06449 91.03342149
852.01517 93.03601151 851.99967 93.82813287
861.95334 93.65229456 861.93522 94.03089678
871.892 93.82958146 871.87266 95.78273627
881.8259 93.74321092 881.81565 95.44838764
891.76383 94.08414727 891.75339 95.71886461
901.69535 94.18675288 901.69016 95.32194781
911.62888 94.76212357 911.62131 95.4529499
921.56449 94.10427876 921.55759 95.82053787
931.50217 92.80287598 931.49412 95.69540154
941.43882 93.93218707 941.43235 95.35649065
951.37321 93.94712333 951.3657 95.19550797
961.3082 93.61008339 961.2999 95.4125413
971.24216 94.38222306 971.2335 95.11403901 (Continued)
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Appendix 1. Heat capacity data (NATS 58)

T (K) NATS 58:0 T (K) NATS 58:4 T (K) NATS 58:8 T (K) NATS 58:10 T (K) NATS 58:11

311.9287 56.14992 305.4263 57.10259 305.3394 55.64136 305.1503 56.11871 305.1529 56.0561
336.9412 58.61364 315.4427 57.96069 315.3538 57.52086 315.1566 57.02315 315.1625 57.59123
361.803 61.02235 325.3883 58.57524 325.2987 58.13213 325.1012 58.56185 325.1071 58.48215
386.6582 62.88555 335.3333 60.16467 335.243 58.96306 335.0453 58.74626 335.0517 59.18651
411.5096 64.5446 345.2781 59.80968 345.1875 59.67913 344.9904 59.5048 344.9957 59.90845
436.3645 66.1387 355.2247 60.28611 355.1314 60.44154 354.9349 60.135 354.9404 60.77707
461.2175 67.64729 365.1713 61.74475 365.0759 61.08841 364.8779 60.85235 364.8846 61.41586
486.0706 68.98885 375.1169 61.57327 375.0207 61.72253 374.822 61.54402 374.8293 61.99246
510.9067 70.23695 385.0611 63.0179 384.9664 62.33044 384.7655 62.22961 384.7741 62.60827
535.7571 71.39159 395.0067 63.40158 394.9102 62.92761 394.7089 62.84766 394.7172 63.29032
560.6111 72.46735 404.9518 63.9821 404.8543 63.61277 404.6529 63.39546 404.6606 63.86557
585.4622 73.449 414.899 64.70274 414.7994 64.28047 414.5962 64.12833 414.6039 64.526
610.3149 74.43064 424.842 65.14648 424.7435 64.85346 424.539 64.73895 424.5475 65.08908
635.1689 75.15577 434.7888 65.86378 434.6877 65.3727 434.481 65.41306 434.4899 65.63526
660.023 76.08903 444.7313 66.46899 444.6303 65.99002 444.4229 66.07569 444.4336 66.21457
684.8673 76.78301 454.6805 66.87003 454.5746 66.45687 454.3657 66.40261 454.3757 66.76886
709.6804 77.46771 464.6227 67.56398 464.5183 66.93649 404.3092 66.99499 464.3191 67.34614
734.5192 77.85944 474.5595 67.82622 474.4611 67.47656 474.2523 67.43539 474.2625 67.74564
759.3645 78.59716 484.5121 68.49415 484.4039 67.98909 484.1934 67.93389 484.2049 68.36956
784.2159 79.55627 494.4462 69.49772 494.3467 68.4022 494.1349 68.5803 494.1476 68.76703
809.0625 80.35033 504.3979 69.36359 504.2894 68.89189 504.0759 68.83765 504.0904 69.38148
833.9076 81.04431 514.3369 68.45011 514.2315 69.49242 514.018 69.47394 514.0325 69.57954
858.7516 82.33284 524.2812 69.57912 524.174 69.88001 523.961 69.75831 523.9743 70.03582
883.5836 85.1472 534.2184 70.70213 534.1171 70.2414 533.9023 70.68031 533.9129 70.42653
908.4104 92.42569 544.1627 71.30133 544.0586 70.73646 543.8433 70.64722 543.854 70.84563
933.2436 93.97338 554.1085 71.17789 554.0009 71.09315 553.7827 71.27742 553.7946 71.34044
968.0719 94.6488 564.0491 71.96126 563.943 71.30542 563.7236 71.64352 563.7349 71.8001
982.9063 94.66073 573.9864 72.42902 573.8845 72.05507 573.664 71.90695 573.6743 71.9887

1007.728 94.72436 583.0346 72.96483 583.827 72.32376 583.6039 72.20483 583.6093 72.30099
1032.55 94.79065 593.8734 73.32114 593.7687 72.75367 593.5441 72.60605 593.5468 72.73835
1057.382 94.87549 603.8157 73.22173 603.7094 73.10834 603.4845 72.89515 603.4869 73.11959
1082.196 95.59598 613.7556 73.63943 613.6481 73.46368 613.4229 73.26868 613.4279 73.46839

623.6981 74.48619 623.5883 73.76731 623.3625 73.58953 623.3694 73.80164
633.6296 74.7224 633.5302 74.15019 633.304 73.88605 633.3101 74.24914
643.572 74.78179 643.4679 74.5895 643.2454 74.32443 643.2497 74.43773
653.512 75.2015 653.4088 74.81991 653.1891 74.53652 653.192 74.82574
663.4534 75.50711 663.3503 75.05434 663.1279 74.89317 663.1339 75.04272
673.3877 75.63189 673.2905 75.38013 673.0658 75.14174 673.0724 75.42127
683.3309 75.75066 683.2297 75.69517 683.0047 75.45988 683.0119 75.60513
693.2692 76.42059 693.1683 75.97998 692.9424 75.65239 692.9503 75.82347
703.2042 76.82229 703.1056 76.17881 702.8794 75.86448 702.8887 76.03302
713.1403 76.76023 713.0451 76.50931 712.8183 76.2191 712.8277 76.40277
723.0829 76.76224 722.9828 76.93854 722.7563 76.48658 722.7668 76.84486
733.0238 77.24333 732.9222 77.20925 732.6978 76.74934 732.7048 76.9956
742.9578 77.45753 742.8615 77.48869 742.6349 77.02425 742.6429 77.21123
752.9001 78.08942 752.7985 77.82321 752.5721 77.33091 752.5803 77.60059
762.8414 78.34566 762.7341 78.15571 762.5089 77.56732 762.5186 77.99265
772.7781 78.45242 772.6708 78.43784 772.4473 77.90708 772.4543 78.2191
782.7151 78.6853 782.6067 78.62055 782.3832 78.33194 782.3905 78.61995
792.6536 79.28183 792.5468 79.12636 792.3195 78.56295 792.327 78.88426

(Continued)

Appendix 1. Heat capacity data (NATS 70) (Continued)

T (K) NATS 70:0 T (K) NATS 70:2 T (K) NATS 70:4 T (K) NATS 70:6 T (K) NATS 70:10

981.17411 94.28805969 981.16733 95.03061479
991.10496 94.55301594 991.09849 95.30826102

1001.03892 94.57574503 1001.03141 95.43600436
1010.97111 94.32962145 1010.96293 95.47315421
1020.90336 95.0212352 1020.89176 95.23917534
1030.83188 94.26208358 1030.82017 95.76122847
1040.76041 94.61470918 1040.74924 95.25481738
1050.68961 95.61673737 1050.67808 95.83161765
1060.6179 94.43352586 1060.60416 95.23722009
1070.54661 93.98219107 1070.53354 95.57678273
1080.47379 95.2296343 1080.4592 94.92959327
1090.40128 94.09583652 1090.38901 96.13859271
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Appendix 1. Heat capacity data (NATS 54)

T (K) NATS 54:0 T (K) NATS 54:6 T (K) NATS 54:9 T (K) NATS 54:12

311.927 57.487 305.278 53.557 311.921 55.391 311.931 55.792
336.926 59.796 315.321 55.961 336.934 58.488 336.935 58.543
361.783 61.795 325.266 57.591 361.791 61.004 361.795 60.978
386.639 63.426 335.210 58.807 386.646 62.797 386.652 62.701
411.493 65.375 345.152 59.368 411.503 64.526 411.504 64.369
436.347 66.716 355.099 59.805 436.360 66.200 436.367 66.049
461.198 68.162 365.044 60.669 461.215 67.702 461.218 67.541
486.050 69.764 374.989 61.414 486.070 69.087 486.071 68.912
510.895 70.849 384.934 62.099 510.905 70.264 510.917 70.139
535.748 71.966 394.879 62.838 535.757 71.396 535.760 71.306
560.601 73.083 404.823 63.572 560.611 72.649 560.614 72.379
585.441 73.876 414.767 64.209 585.461 73.621 585.464 73.438
610.293 75.145 424.712 64.948 610.317 74.568 610.318 74.266
635.150 75.957 434.655 65.667 635.174 75.504 635.174 75.177
660.003 76.614 444.600 66.352 660.029 76.326 660.029 76.073
684.854 77.458 454.544 66.873 684.874 77.096 684.873 76.787
709.687 78.172 464.487 67.403 709.697 77.860 709.704 77.487
734.512 78.846 474.430 68.012 734.532 78.538 734.530 78.155
759.359 79.821 484.373 68.409 759.376 79.261 759.375 78.893
784.200 80.489 494.317 69.019 784.226 79.954 784.215 79.647
809.048 81.242 504.259 69.609 809.074 80.913 809.064 80.354
833.893 81.594 514.201 70.202 833.922 81.524 833.910 81.013
858.738 82.259 524.144 70.347 858.766 82.459 858.758 81.928
883.580 83.107 534.084 70.875 883.606 83.935 883.600 83.385
908.419 84.272 544.024 71.496 908.434 87.089 908.423 86.242
933.247 87.387 553.966 71.931 933.268 88.040 933.255 86.535
958.078 93.808 563.908 72.206 958.097 93.105 958.088 91.014
982.909 95.117 573.850 72.624 982.927 95.267 982.916 93.099

1007.737 95.799 583.793 72.935 1007.754 99.415 1007.743 97.644
1032.565 95.954 593.734 73.441 1032.580 101.842 1032.571 100.779
1057.391 96.286 603.674 73.718 1057.407 104.815 1057.394 103.148
1082.210 96.212 613.616 74.026 1082.229 105.041 1082.211 103.501

(Continued)

Appendix 1. Heat capacity data (NATS 58) (Continued)

T (K) NATS 58:0 T (K) NATS 58:4 T (K) NATS 58:8 T (K) NATS 58:10 T (K) NATS 58:11

802.5919 79.20109 802.4853 79.18279 802.2567 78.84259 802.2644 79.11341
812.5298 79.35323 812.4236 79.65031 812.1949 79.18843 812.2022 79.53927
822.4673 79.78561 822.3631 79.96737 822.1301 79.5113 822.1369 79.91849
832.4037 79.92774 832.2966 74.25028 832.0667 79.71529 832.0749 80.09357
842.3408 80.21133 842.2325 80.7627 842.0033 79.75582 842.0215 80.47211
852.2815 80.66373 852.1697 81.27657 851.9391 80.22594 851.9602 80.99937
862.2192 81.09079 862.1047 81.6252 861.8759 81.19455 861.8966 81.48539
872.1574 81.42175 872.0428 82.26603 871.8153 81.92 871.8329 82.19786
882.0962 82.14841 881.9789 83.21182 881.7538 82.72177 881.7632 83.16382
892.0324 83.38284 891.9139 84.31413 891.6933 84.54146 891.6966 85.94476
901.9711 85.02899 901.8507 87.49007 901.631 89.28523 901.6336 90.18376
911.9078 88.21785 911.7842 92.6785 911.5666 95.2813 911.5693 92.65307
921.8434 92.24213 921.7205 96.88017 921.503 93.35624 921.5042 93.85562
931.7737 94.79242 931.6562 99.74577 931.4387 96.68559 931.4359 93.44058
941.7137 95.75862 941.5929 100.8266 941.3718 95.6393 941.3724 94.93582
951.6493 96.47527 951.5292 101.0865 951.303 95.7879 951.3067 96.4385
961.5875 96.61672 961.4649 101.1148 961.2371 96.22898 961.2402 96.24653
971.5181 96.39719 971.3981 101.0496 971.1709 97.08681 971.1725 97.2179
981.4554 96.80422 981.333 100.7332 981.1029 97.18003 981.105 98.06691
991.3891 97.01441 991.2663 100.6466 991.0322 97.76363 991.0375 98.44343

1001.319 96.32179 1001.2 100.3826 1000.962 97.37051 1000.968 99.44792
1011.253 96.09425 1011.138 99.84384 1010.894 99.0801 1010.902 100.6011
1021.184 96.54666 1021.074 99.83578 1020.826 100.2649 1020.832 100.9337
1031.113 96.77353 1031.004 100.619 1030.757 99.64006 1030.763 101.461
1041.042 96.33647 1040.933 100.0212 1040.682 100.9248 1040.691 101.6381
1050.971 96.03687 1050.862 100.1226 1050.609 101.4098 1050.619 102.4736
1060.902 96.19434 1060.788 99.84518 1060.538 101.1119 1060.545 102.2363
1070.827 96.12695 1070.718 99.36557 1070.466 102.6918 1070.473 102.4634
1080.754 95.60515 1080.649 99.64367 1080.395 103.6442 1080.4 102.3032
1090.705 95.82935 1090.579 99.50462 1090.324 102.4453 1090.329 103.62
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Appendix 1. Heat capacity data (NATS 54) (Continued)

T (K) NATS 54:0 T (K) NATS 54:6 T (K) NATS 54:9 T (K) NATS 54:12

623.556 74.313
633.494 74.702
643.430 74.989
653.371 75.247
663.309 75.678
673.250 75.815
683.190 76.060
693.129 76.308
703.066 76.523
713.005 76.629
722.945 76.927
732.882 77.251
742.820 77.454
752.758 77.737
762.695 78.038
772.632 78.242
782.571 78.448
792.509 78.677
802.448 78.842
812.387 79.312
822.326 79.310
832.260 79.613
842.197 79.382
852.134 80.303
862.071 80.450
872.004 80.794
881.941 81.126
891.878 81.700
901.816 82.238
911.753 83.067
921.690 85.127
931.627 88.045
941.563 90.882
951.500 93.327
961.433 95.219
971.365 95.033
981.297 94.527
991.229 94.190

1001.159 94.281
1011.091 94.829
1021.020 94.808
1030.951 95.678
1040.881 95.696
1050.808 96.495
1060.737 94.940
1070.664 97.186
1080.592 99.755
1090.521 99.977
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